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Active Black Start Replacement RFP Status

AEP:
– Awarded all viable BS solutions

NJ (PS, JCPL, AE):
– Dynamic simulations in progress
– Operational / environmental discussions with GOs in progress
– Target for award of viable BS solutions is early July

BGE / Pepco:
– Power flow studies in progress
– Dynamic simulations to be completed in early July
– Target for award of viable BS solutions is mid July
RTO Wide 5 Year Selection Process RFP
RTO Wide Selection Process Black Start RFP Milestones

- 7/1/2013 Post RFP
- 7/9/2013 Pre-Bid WebEx
- 8/30/2013 Intent to Bid Due Date
- 9/30/2013 RFP Proposals Due

90 day Market Window: 7/1/2013 – 9/30/2013
1. Summary
2. Proposal Guidelines
3. Reference attachments
1. Summary
   – Background information
   – Purpose / Statement of RFP
2. Proposal Guidelines

- Project Scope
- Generator Operational Details
- Generator Geographic Details
- Evaluation of existing generator condition
- Schedule summary
- Cost Summary
  - Project Cost Summary
  - Cost Recovery Method
3. Reference attachments
   – BS Generator Guide (PJM Manual & OATT References)
   – General Guidance: BS RFP Response Content
   – FAQ
• Complete RFP content details
• Notifications
• State Outreach
• Post RFP by 7/1/2013
• Pre-bid WebEx scheduled for 7/9/2013